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Abstract 15 

D47 based clumped isotope thermometry has enabled reconstruction of Earth’s surface 16 

temperatures independent of the source of oxygen within the carbonate. It has been postulated 17 

that carbonate samples can contain contaminants that cause isobaric interferences, 18 

compromising measured D47 values and reconstructed temperatures. The exact nature of 19 

contaminants and isobaric interferents, however, largely remained unidentified. 20 

Here, we demonstrate that compromised measurements can be identified through high-21 

precision analysis of D48 alongside D47. We provide evidence that nitrate constitutes a serious 22 

contaminant even if present in the carbonate in sub-wt-% quantities only. During phosphoric 23 

acid digestion of carbonates at 90°C, nitrate decomposes to NO2, which, in turn, is not 24 

effectively removed during subsequent purification of carbonate-derived CO2 using cryogenic 25 

traps and gas chromatography (packed Porapak Q column at -15°C). In dual clumped isotope 26 

space, samples affected by variable sub-ppm contributions of NO2 to CO2 plot along a 27 

characteristic slope of -0.3, in agreement with theoretical predictions. Nitrate contamination 28 

occurs in a synthetic calcite precipitated using Ca(NO3)2, a pedogenic carbonate nodule, a 29 

plasma-ashed echinoid spine, ETH-3 (a recently assigned anchor for D47 analysis of carbonates) 30 

and, presumably, in a bioapatite (Greenland shark dentine). The extent of NO2 generation may 31 

depend on analytical setup and additional parameters such as nitrate concentration inside the 32 

carbonate, acid digestion temperature, reaction time, filament current and filament age. 33 
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Sequential bleaching tests reveal that nitrate contaminant can be effectively removed from 34 

carbonates if samples are pre-treated overnight with 3 wt-% sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl).  35 

Our high-precision long-term D47 (CDES 90) values for ETH-1 and ETH-2 (Bernecker et al., 36 

2023) and for bleached ETH-3 exactly confirm recently assigned D47-I-CDES values for these 37 

standards. Unless independent evidence is given that NO2 contamination is irrelevant for a 38 

specific analytical setup we strongly recommend that ETH-3 is bleached with 3 wt-% NaOCl 39 

overnight in order to enable accurate projection of raw data to the I-CDES. Moreover, 40 

systematic bleaching tests should be carried out on unknown samples in order to avoid any 41 

isotopic bias.  42 

 43 

1 Introduction 44 

Carbonate clumped isotope thermometry represents a well-established method to reconstruct 45 

carbonate formation temperature independent of the isotopic composition of the water the 46 

mineral crystallized from (Ghosh et al., 2006; Eiler et al., 2011). Its temperature dependence is 47 

expressed by the D47 value which quantifies the extent to which the internal distribution of 48 

heavy carbon and oxygen isotopes amongst carbonate isotopologues with cardinal mass 63 49 

departs from stochastic partitioning, as predicted by the given bulk carbon and oxygen isotopic 50 

composition of the carbonate. Since excess abundance measurements of 13C-18O isotopologues 51 

of cardinal mass 63 cannot be carried out on the carbonate directly, these measurements are 52 

performed on CO2 that is extracted from the carbonate by reacting it quantitatively with 53 

phosphoric acid (Ghosh et al., 2006). Due to the relatively low average natural abundance of 54 
13C-18O bearing CO2 isotopologues of mass 47 of ca. 45 ppm and the low mass resolution of 55 

most gas source mass spectrometers, D47 analyses can be easily compromised by non-CO2 56 

isotopologues which occur isobaric to m/z 47 (e.g., Eiler & Schauble, 2004; Huntington et al., 57 

2009; Eagle et al., 2010; Bergmann et al., 2018). Eiler & Schauble (2004) noticed that N2O, 58 

hydrocarbons and chlorinated hydrocarbons cause serious isobaric bias during D47 analyses of 59 

atmospheric CO2 samples. Whereas hydrocarbons and chlorinated hydrocarbons could be 60 

effectively removed by exposing the analyte CO2 to UV-radiation and cryogenic traps, the bias 61 

arising from N2O contamination required an empirical correction approach taking into account 62 

additional analysis of well-defined CO2-N2O mixtures and N/C ratios specific of samples and 63 

mixtures. On the contrary, for carbonates subjected to phosphoric acid digestion, the origin of 64 

isobaric contamination has been poorly investigated. Identification of samples apparently 65 

unbiased by isobaric m/z contaminants relied on the application of ambiguous criteria from 66 

which it often remained open if sample-D47 was affected at all. The most widely applied is the 67 
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extent to which the excess abundance of apparent m/z 48 CO2 isotopologues in carbonate-68 

derived CO2 (expressed as D48 value) deviates from that in equilibrated gas standards 69 

(Huntington et al., 2009). This approach assumes that the contaminant contributing to m/z 47 70 

also contributes to m/z 48, an assumption that is not necessarily true. For example, SO 71 

contaminant will just cause isobaric interference on m/z 48, but not on m/z 47. Moreover, m/z 72 

48 based approaches to identify samples with compromised D47 often rely on arbitrarily or 73 

statistically set threshold values for D48 (e.g., Passey et al., 2010; Snell et al., 2014; Davies & 74 

John, 2017; Staudigel et al., 2018) from which the relevance and extent of isobaric 75 

contamination on m/z 47 remains unconstrained. It has been demonstrated that secondary 76 

electrons originating from the interaction of the major m/z 44 ion-beam with the flight tube, 77 

electromagnet, or Faraday collectors, also contribute to measured m/z 47 and 48 intensities, 78 

shifting the baseline below m/z 47 and 48 Faraday cups into the negative range (He et al., 2012; 79 

Bernasconi et al., 2013; Fiebig et al., 2016). If unaccounted for, this negative pressure baseline 80 

(PBL) effect results in biases that scale inversely with the natural abundance of m/z 47 and 48 81 

CO2 isotopologues, such that the bias in D48 roughly exceeds that in D47 values by one order of 82 

magnitude (Wacker et al., 2016; Bernecker et al., 2023). In this respect, uncommon D48 values 83 

are not unambiguously diagnostic of isobaric interferences on m/z 47 either, especially when 84 

no PBL correction of measured raw m/z 47 and 48 intensities has been performed. 85 

The latest generation of gas source mass spectrometers benefits from an improved setup that 86 

matches the requirements for more precise simultaneous detection of CO2 isotopologues whose 87 

abundances vary by 5 to 6 orders of magnitude. With the introduction of the 253plus gas source 88 

mass spectrometer, the generation and collection of secondary electrons has been reduced, the 89 

signal to noise ratio of amplifiers improved and continuous monitoring of the negative PBL 90 

below m/z 47 and 48 made possible (e.g., Fiebig et al., 2019). With these improvements, long-91 

term D47 and D48 analyses with precisions very close to mass spectrometric shot-noise level 92 

have now become available (Bernecker et al., 2023). Highest-precision dual clumped isotope 93 

thermometry allows researchers to resolve the extent to which the bulk stable and clumped 94 

isotope compositions of a pristine carbonate were affected by kinetic limitations in addition to 95 

temperature (Fiebig et al., 2019; Guo & Zhou, 2019; Guo, 2020; Bajnai et al., 2020). Moreover, 96 

temperature can be accurately isolated from the kinetic information based on measured D47 and 97 

D48 values alone (Bajnai et al., 2020; Fiebig et al., 2021; Davies et al., 2022, 2023; Tagliavento 98 

et al., 2023a). In addition, it has become possible to reconstruct peak-diagenetic temperatures 99 

from dual clumped analysis of partially altered samples (Staudigel et al., 2023a, Staudigel et 100 

al., 2023b). Here, we show that combined high-precision analysis of D47 and D48 also helps to 101 
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identify the presence and origin of isobaric contaminants in natural carbonate samples. We 102 

demonstrate that the presence of trace amounts of nitrate in a given carbonate sample leads to 103 

compromised D47 and D48 values. We also show that, following our methods of CO2 preparation 104 

and purification, the presence of pyrite does not affect D48 values. Nitrate can be effectively 105 

removed from the sample by pre-treatment with 3 wt-% NaOCl overnight. 106 

 107 

2 Methods 108 

2.1 Samples 109 

Dual clumped isotope analyses were performed on pedogenic carbonates, ETH-3, a synthetic 110 

calcite, an echinoid spine, Greenland shark dentine, carbonate skeletons from brachiopods, 111 

warm- and cold-water corals, and on authigenic methane seep carbonates: 112 

Pedogenic carbonate samples were directly prepared from untreated nodules using mortar and 113 

pestle. HGB-42a represents a pedogenic nodule from Hell Gate Basin located in the Miocene 114 

Barstow Formation, Mud Hills, California, USA (Loughney & Badgley, 2017). Samples HGB-115 

42aNEW and HGB-42aNEWEST represent newly prepared aliquots from the same nodule.  116 

BW-33.7 is a calcite that has been precipitated at a temperature of 33.7°C through slow and 117 

dropwise addition of a Ca(NO3)2 solution to a NaHCO3 solution (Spahr et al., 2021). Analytical-118 

grade calcium nitrate tetrahydrate Ca(NO3)2 * 4 H2O (99.95 % purity, Merck KGaA, 119 

Darmstadt, Germany) and sodium bicarbonate NaHCO3 (≥ 99.7 % purity, Merck KGaA, 120 

Darmstadt, Germany) were dissolved separately in bi-distilled water in two 5-liter laboratory 121 

bottles, to obtain solutions with a concentration of 10 mmol/L. Both glass vessels were sealed 122 

gas-tight and connected to each other by a transfer tube for the solution and a compensation 123 

line. Afterwards, the glass bottles were equilibrated in an air thermostat while the solutions 124 

were continuously stirred. After reaching the target temperature of 33.7°C in the solutions, they 125 

were kept for seven days in the thermostat before the precipitation was started in order to 126 

achieve full isotopic equilibration between dissolved inorganic carbon species and water. 127 

Temperature was controlled using a Julabo LC6 temperature controller with a temperature 128 

stability of ±0.03°C. Precipitation was initiated by slowly (≈ 10 mL/h) adding the calcium 129 

nitrate solution to the sodium bicarbonate solution using a VWR PP1080 peristaltic pump while 130 

magnetic stirring. Precipitated CaCO3 was separated from its parent solution by vacuum 131 

filtration. Raman analysis revealed that the precipitated CaCO3 was pure calcite (Fig. 1). 132 

Sample SD-MAI-S has been made available from spines of Stronglyocentrotus Droebachiensis. 133 

This echinoid specimen has been hatched in an aquaculture facility at the University of Maine 134 

at a temperature of 8.5°C. Spines collected from this specimen have been ground to powder 135 
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using mortar and pestle. An aliquot of the ground and homogenized powder (SD-MAI-S2) was 136 

treated by low temperature plasma ashing under oxygen at a flow rate of 400 ml/min for at least 137 

30 minutes in order to remove organic matter as CO2 (Davies & John, 2018). 138 

Samples LP-SM (Desmophyllum Pertusum), A4 (Acropora cervicornis) and A6 (Acropora sp.) 139 

are cold- and warm-water corals, respectively. These aragonitic samples were described in more 140 

detail in Davies et al. (2022). KASU_NOT and KIWI_INC are calcitic eggshells of a 141 

Cassowary and a Kiwi, respectively (Tagliavento et al., 2023a). MV130b and MBHB represent 142 

new aliquots from Brachiopod shells of species Magellania venosa and Hemithiris psittacea, 143 

respectively, previously sampled for dual clumped isotope investigations by Davies et al. 144 

(2023). Carb2A (aragonite) and Carb3C (calcite) (DIVE ID’s 54-2 and 61-2, respectively) are 145 

authigenic methane seep carbonates from Formosa Ridge previously described and analyzed 146 

for their dual clumped isotope composition by Staudigel et al. (2024). 147 

ETH-3 represents Cretaceous chalk from the Isle of Rügen, Germany, which is – along with 148 

ETH-1 and ETH-2 – used as a low-temperature anchor for standardization of mass 149 

spectrometric D47 raw data obtained on carbonate unknowns (Bernasconi et al., 2021). 150 

Finally, we also analyzed carbonate-bearing dentine from a Greenland Shark (sample 151 

SLGDenA). This sample was prepared as described in Löffler et al. (2019). 152 
 153 
2.2 Bleaching of samples 154 

With the exception of SD-MAI-S, SD-MAI-S2 and SLGDenA, bleached aliquots (suffix OXI) 155 

were prepared from each sample and analyzed along with their unbleached aliquots. Samples 156 

were treated with 3 wt-% sodium-hypochlorite (NaOCl) and left to react overnight (at least 8 157 

hours). Afterwards, the samples were rinsed by adding demineralized water, thoroughly mixing 158 

the solution and sample, centrifuging and decanting the solution. This rinsing step was repeated 159 

4 times in total. The samples were subsequently dried in a vacuum oven at 30°C. 160 

Given aliquots of HGB-42a and ETH-3 were treated twice with 3 wt-% NaOCl (suffix OXI2) 161 

in order to test the effect of sequential bleaching steps on the bulk and clumped isotopic 162 

composition. In addition, a new aliquot of ETH-3 was bleached once again (suffix NEW, OXI) 163 

in order to test the reproducibility of bleaching and its effect on the isotopic composition. From 164 

HGB-42a a third aliquot (suffix RINSE) was treated exactly the same way as described above, 165 

but with de-ionized water instead of 3 wt-% NaOCl.  166 

 167 

2.3 Dual clumped isotope analysis 168 

Replicate aliquots corresponding to 10 mg of pure CaCO3 were weighed into silver capsules 169 

and stored in a vacuum oven at 30°C until analysis. For isotopic analysis, the capsules were 170 
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loaded into the low-blank autosampler of the automated gas preparation line HAL, which is 171 

connected to the dual inlet system of a 253plus gas source mass spectrometer (Fiebig et al., 172 

2019). With the exception of SLGDenA, which was reacted for 90 minutes, all samples were 173 

digested with 108-109 wt-% phosphoric acid for 30 minutes. Some samples were additionally 174 

reacted in quartz capsules (suffix QZ). Whenever samples were reacted in quartz capsules no 175 

silver capsules were present in the acid. The evolved CO2 was purified using four cryogenic 176 

traps (-80°C) and gas chromatography (packed Porapak Q column, 80-100 mesh, at -15°C), as 177 

detailed in Fiebig et al. (2019). The purified CO2 was finally analyzed for its dual clumped 178 

isotope composition at an m/z 44 intensity of 16 Volts in 13 acquisitions consisting of 10 cycles 179 

each (20 seconds integration time per cycle). Mass spectrometric m/z 47-49 raw intensities 180 

were corrected for a negative PBL effect using a m/z 47.5 half mass cup, and D47 and D48 values 181 

are finally reported on the CDES 90. Preparation of equilibrated gases, PBL correction and data 182 

normalization has been described in detail by Bernecker et al. (2023). Unless indicated 183 

otherwise, all PBL corrected data was evaluated in the pooled approach using D47crunch 184 

(Daëron, 2021), considering variance minimization of anchors and samples over all sessions 185 

for the determination of session-specific correction parameters a, b and c (MSP approach, 186 

Bernecker et al., 2023). Treating data this way allows for a better correction of drifts that may 187 

occur between and within single sessions, e.g., through temporal variations in the phosphoric 188 

acid reaction environment (Daëron, 2021). However, as we show in Section 4.1, our analytical 189 

setup yields D47 and D48 values for ETH-3 that are compromised by the presence of isobaric 190 

non-CO2 interferent. Since ETH-3 makes up a significant fraction of all measured data (ca. 8 191 

%), carbonate anchor ETH-3 was, therefore, excluded from variance minimization in the MSP 192 

approach. This can be easily achieved providing individual identifiers for each unbleached 193 

ETH-3 replicate. Since bleached ETH-3 aliquots were not suffering from contamination 194 

anymore (see Section 4.3), it was pooled over all bleached replicates in this approach. 195 

In the last session, we tested the effect of reaction time and sequential NaOCl pre-treatment on 196 

the dual clumped isotope composition of ETH-3. In addition to the MSP approach described 197 

above, this session was evaluated separately in two more modes: 1) treating unbleached ETH-198 

3 (ETH-3), once bleached ETH-3 (ETH-3OXI), twice bleached ETH-3 (ETH-3OXI2), newly 199 

bleached ETH-3 (ETH-3NEW, OXI) and unbleached ETH-3 reacted for 10 minutes (ETH-310min) 200 

as individual samples, while anchoring all raw data against nominal values of equilibrated gases 201 

both for D47, D48 and D49 (Bernecker et al., 2023) (see Section 4.3); 2) pooling over all bleached 202 

ETH-3 replicates (n = 34) while anchoring raw data against nominal values of equilibrated 203 
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gases and ETH-1 and ETH-2 for D47 exclusively (see Section 4.8). Again, individual identifiers 204 

were used for each unbleached ETH-3 replicate in these two additional approaches. 205 

Mass spectrometric shot noise limit (total counting time of 2600 seconds per replicate at an m/z 206 

44 intensity of 16 Volts) is 7.0 ppm and 23.4 ppm for D47 and D48, respectively. 207 

D47crunch also provides the option to normalize d13CVPDB and d18OVPDB data of unknown 208 

samples relative to ETH carbonate standards (Daëron, 2021). For this purpose, we have 209 

considered the nominal d13CVPDB and d18OVPDB values of ETH-1 and ETH-2 reported by 210 

Bernasconi et al. (2018). 211 

 212 

2.4 Raman spectroscopy 213 

Raman measurements were carried out with a custom set-up in Frankfurt described in detail 214 

elsewhere (Bayarjargal et al., 2018). We used an OXXIUS S.A. Laser-Boxx LMX532 laser 215 

(λ = 532 nm) and a spectrograph (Princeton Instruments ACTON SpectraPro 2300i) equipped 216 

with a Pixis256E CCD camera. Measurements were performed in reflection geometry with the 217 

polarized laser light. The spectral resolution of our spectrometer is 3 cm−1 and the accuracy is 218 

around 0.5 cm−1. Raman measurements were performed with an exposure time of 5-30 sec and 219 

with a power of 8-26 mW. Raman spectra were acquired on three samples: (I) a transparent 220 

large single calcite crystal, (II) BW-33.7 and (III) SD-MAI-S2. 221 

 222 
Fig. 1. Raman spectra of samples I (single calcite crystal), II (BW-33.7) and III (SD-MAI-S2). For further discussion see 223 
Section 4.2. 224 
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 225 

2.5 Modeling of isotopic bias introduced by isobaric interferents 226 

The presence of contaminants being isobaric to CO2 will bias d13C, d18O, D47 and D48 values of 227 

carbonate-derived CO2 along vectors which are characteristic of the chemical and isotopic 228 

composition of the contaminant. Supplementary Table S1 presents an excel sheet (“isobaric 229 

interference calculator”) that computes how isobaric contamination with SO+, N2O+, NO2+, 230 

CH3S+, CS+ and CCl+ will affect d13C, d18O, D47 and D48 values of CO2. This calculator 231 

considers H, N, S and Cl isotopic compositions of interfering gases relative to VSMOW, V-Air-232 

N2, VCDT and SMOC respectively, whereas C and O isotope compositions of analyte CO2 and 233 

interferents are provided relative to the VPDB-CO2 scale. In a first step, the abundances of m/z 234 

44-49 isotopologues in the mixture made up of CO2 and interferent are calculated assuming 235 

random distribution of all isotopes amongst interfering isotopologues. In a next step, apparent 236 

d13C-CO2 and d18O-CO2 values are calculated from 45/44 and 46/44 abundance ratios 237 

characteristic of the mixture, as outlined for pure CO2 by Brand et al. (2010). In a final step, 238 

apparent D47, D48 and D49 values of the mixture are calculated from corresponding 47/44, 48/44 239 

and 49/44 isotopologue ratios and apparent stochastic values computed from apparent d13C-240 

CO2 and d18O-CO2 values. 241 

 242 

3 Results 243 

3.1 Contamination vectors in D47 - D48 and D48 - D49 space 244 

D47 - D48 vectors theoretically predicted for relatively small contributions of NO2, N2O, SO, 245 

CCl, CS and CH3S to analyte CO2 are shown in Figure 2a, assuming the analyte CO2 has bulk 246 

and clumped isotopic composition corresponding to VPDB-CO2 and stochastically predicted 247 

values of zero, respectively. It can be easily shown using our isobaric interference calculator 248 

(Supplementary Table S1) that the clumped isotope composition of the analyte CO2 has no 249 

significant effect on the extent of interferent-specific isotopic bias. For interferents without m/z 250 

44-46 isotopologues (SO, CH3S, CCl) contamination vectors represent linear mixing lines over 251 

the entire range of relative contributions of analyte CO2 and interferent. For NO2 and CS the 252 

slope of the mixing vector remains constant within three digits (and, hence, can be approached 253 

linearly) if these interferents make up less than 1 ppm (NO2) and 100 ppm (CS) of the total gas 254 

mixture.   255 

D47 and D48 values are very sensitive to contamination from NO2. A contribution of 40 ppb of 256 

NO2 to CO2 would already result in an isotopic bias of -6 ppm and 19 ppm in D47 and D48, 257 

respectively, closely corresponding to the average lower and upper boundary of our fully 258 
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propagated 2 SE for D47 and D48 analysis. This bias increases to -72 ppm in D47 and to 240 ppm 259 

in D48, if the molar fractional abundance of NO2 increases to 500 ppb. Within this range, the 260 

slope of the corresponding contaminant vector is -0.30, and relatively insensitive to natural 261 

variations in the abundances of C, N and O isotopes in the contaminant NO2 and analyte CO2. 262 

For example, if, within the above range of NO2 contribution, d15N and d18O are varied by ±50 263 

‰, this will only make the slope of the vector change by ≤ ±0.01 and ±0.04, respectively. An 264 

additional variation of ±0.04 in this slope can be introduced through carbon and oxygen isotope 265 

variations in the analyte CO2. Of all contaminants investigated in this study, NO2 is the only 266 

one that introduces a paired -D47/+D48 bias. 267 

 268 

 269 
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Fig. 2. Biases (D(Di)) in the carbonate clumped isotope composition introduced by the presence of trace amounts of NO2, N2O, 270 
CH3S, CS, CCl and SO in analyte CO2. A: D47 vs. D48; B: D48 vs. D49. Arrows represent contamination vectors with H, C, N, O, 271 
S and Cl isotope compositions of interfering molecules corresponding to VSMOW, VPDB-CO2, V-Air-N2, VPDB-CO2, VCDT 272 
and SMOC, respectively, and analyte CO2 isotope compositions corresponding to VPDB-CO2 and stochastic distribution of 273 
isotopes. Numbers in A and B provide contribution of interferent to CO2 pool in ppm. Inset in A presents a zoom-up of A 274 
showing isobaric biases on a scale corresponding to the 2 SE of D47 and D48 measurements of ±6 ppm and ±20 ppm, respectively, 275 
that are typically obtained for 8 replicate measurements. For further discussion see Section 3.1. 276 
 277 

Relative to NO2, D47 and D48 values are less sensitive to contamination by N2O, with D47 being 278 

much more affected than D48. The bias in D47 becomes comparable to the upper limit of our 279 

analytical D47 precision of +6 ppm if the molar fraction of N2O reaches 35 ppm. If this fraction 280 

increases to 5000 ppm, the bias in D47 reaches 856 ppm, while the corresponding D48 bias (-3 281 

ppm) still remains well below its detection limit. Within this range, N2O contamination would 282 

be indicated by a near-vertical displacement of measured D47 and D48, relative to unbiased 283 

values. A significant bias in D48 is only introduced if the d18O of N2O contaminant differs from 284 

that of the analyte CO2. For example, if the contaminant d18O deviates by ∓50‰ from the 285 

analyte CO2, biases of ±50 ppm in D48 are obtained for an addition of 1000 ppm N2O, finally 286 

reducing the slope of the N2O contaminant vector from near-infinity to values of 3.6 and -3.3, 287 

respectively. Contamination with CCl fragment also affects D47 much more than D48. Over the 288 

range of natural variations in d13C and d37Cl values, contamination by CCl is indicated by a 289 

slope of ~8 in D47 vs D48 space, with both D47 vs D48 being positively biased. A similarly steep 290 

slope of ~4.6, on the contrary, would be indicative of CH3S contamination. Presence of SO 291 

would be indicated by a horizontal vector in dual clumped isotope space, since mass 48 292 

represents the lightest SO isotopologue. SO contamination would become detectable in D48 if 293 

its molar fraction in the CO2 analyte pool makes up ≥ 0.1 ppb. For example, the presence of 0.1 294 

ppb SO would introduce a bias of 20 ppm in D48, and this bias scales linearly with the molar 295 

fraction of SO. Though CS does not have m/z 48 isotopologues, it affects D48 through the 296 

stochastic composition much more than D47, resulting in a slightly positive slope of ~0.04. Of 297 

all contaminants investigated in this study, it is the only one that introduces negative biases both 298 

in D47 and D48 values. 299 

Correlations between D48 and D49 could also be used to obtain further constraints on the nature 300 

and presence of contaminants (Fig. 2b). This should work most effectively for CCl, which 301 

introduces a bias in D49 that is ca. 2500 and 300 times larger than that in D48 and D47, 302 

respectively, largely independent of the isotopic composition of the contaminant gas and analyte 303 

CO2. Biases due to CH3S occur magnified in D49 by factors of ~200 and ~40 relative to the 304 
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corresponding biases in D48 and D47, respectively.  For CS and SO, the bias in D49 represents 305 

roughly 100 % (slope ~1) and 75 % (slope ~1.35) of the bias observed in D48, again largely 306 

independent of natural variations in the abundances of C, S and O isotopes. NO2 bias in D49 is 307 

inversely correlated with the (positive) bias in D48. Over the natural range of isotope variations 308 

in NO2 and CO2, its absolute value, however, only makes up 10-50 % of the D48 bias. 309 

Considering that the 2 SE of D49 measurements based on 8 replicate measurements can reach 310 

±1000 ppm under most stable analytical conditions (Bernecker et al., 2023), isobaric 311 

contamination of CO2 with NO2 and SO becomes detectable by means of D49 at relatively high 312 

levels of contamination only, i.e., when the bias in D48 becomes > 1 ‰ (Fig. 2b) such that D48 313 

values well outside the natural range would be obtained. Although N2O has no m/z 49 314 

isotopologues, D49 becomes sensitive to N2O contamination via its effects on the stochastic 315 

composition at relatively high concentrations of several thousands of ppm. 316 

 317 

3.2 Dual clumped isotope analysis 318 

Final sample data pooling over all sessions is provided in Table 1, together with fully 319 

propagated errors (2 SE), which also take into account uncertainties associated with data 320 

normalization. PBL corrected d45-d49 data of all replicates (input data for D47crunch) is listed 321 

in Supplementary Table S2.  322 

The last session in which ETH-3 bleaching tests were performed was also evaluated 323 

individually in two more modes (see Sections 2.3, 4.3 and 4.8). Corresponding sample data is 324 

listed in Supplementary Tables S3 and S4. 325 

Sample N δ13CVPDB 1 SD δ18OVSMOW 1 SD ∆47, CDES90 2 SE ∆48, CDES90 2 SE 
reference carbonates                   

GU1 149 -7.73 0.03 12.83 0.12 0.225 0.002 -0.400 0.008 
ETH-1 595 2.02 0.06 37.02 0.06 0.207 0.001 0.128 0.003 
ETH-2 585 -10.17 0.04 19.88 0.10 0.209 0.001 0.130 0.003 

ETH-1QZ 2 2.07 0.01 37.11 0.03 0.200 0.013 0.118 0.042 
ETH-2QZ 1 -10.19  19.73  0.199 0.018 0.170 0.058 
ETH-3OXI 34 1.69 0.02 37.42 0.05 0.614 0.004 0.248 0.014 
Carrara 126 1.97 0.06 37.66 0.10 0.309 0.002 0.146 0.006 
Car-Py 9 1.93 0.04 37.69 0.04 0.309 0.006 0.143 0.021 

experimental           
BW-33.7 8 -4.09 0.02 26.72 0.07 0.551 0.006 0.313 0.022 

BW-33.7QZ 7 -4.09 0.01 26.64 0.03 0.554 0.007 0.278 0.023 
BW-33.7OXI, QZ 5 -4.11 0.01 26.59 0.02 0.570 0.008 0.237 0.027 

pedogenic           
HGB-42a 5 -3.65 0.03 29.41 0.07 0.575 0.008 0.363 0.029 
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HGB-42aQZ 1 -3.53  29.45  0.573 0.017 0.392 0.058 
HGB-42aNEW, QZ 2 -3.81 0.01 29.46 0.01 0.575 0.013 0.386 0.042 

HGB-42aNEWEST, QZ 6 -2.77 0.01 29.49 0.03 0.563 0.008 0.444 0.028 
HGB-42aNEWEST, OXI, QZ 7 -2.83 0.01 29.59 0.06 0.611 0.007 0.259 0.023 
HGB-42aNEWEST, OXI2 7 -2.80 0.01 29.47 0.04 0.606 0.007 0.256 0.023 
HGB-42aNEWEST, RINSE 5 -2.82 0.02 29.51 0.04 0.599 0.008 0.309 0.028 

authigenic           
Carb2A 10 -42.98 0.16 43.11 0.04 0.661 0.006 0.273 0.020 

Carb2A_bleach 8 -42.90 0.20 43.05 0.04 0.661 0.007 0.288 0.022 
Carb3C 6 -50.87 0.13 43.93 0.05 0.614 0.008 0.289 0.025 

Carb3C_bleach 6 -50.66 0.06 43.87 0.04 0.610 0.008 0.320 0.026 
warm-water corals           

A4 5 -0.55 0.04 35.70 0.04 0.623 0.008 0.173 0.025 
A4-V 5 -0.56 0.03 35.70 0.03 0.617 0.008 0.192 0.025 
A6 5 0.16 0.02 36.43 0.04 0.613 0.008 0.185 0.025 

A6-V 5 0.10 0.03 36.42 0.05 0.612 0.008 0.199 0.025 
cold-water corals           

LP-SM-G 8 -4.94 0.08 40.13 0.19 0.711 0.007 0.192 0.021 
LP-SM-U 7 -5.75 0.12 39.77 0.10 0.713 0.007 0.177 0.022 

Brachiopods           
Mv130b_c 8 -2.78 0.07 37.93 0.06 0.689 0.007 0.247 0.022 

Mv130b_uc 9 -1.71 0.05 38.14 0.05 0.683 0.006 0.236 0.021 
MbHb_c 9 0.90 0.05 38.87 0.05 0.687 0.006 0.287 0.021 

MbHb_uc 10 2.15 0.07 39.11 0.05 0.682 0.006 0.281 0.020 
Echinoid spicules           

SD-MAI-S 7 -1.21 0.01 39.57 0.04 0.667 0.007 0.258 0.022 
SD-MAI-S2 6 -1.37 0.02 39.55 0.05 0.630 0.007 0.433 0.025 

SD-MAI-S2QZ 2 -1.35 0.01 39.62 0.02 0.625 0.013 0.369 0.043 
eggshells           

KASU_NOT 13 -14.00 0.06 37.76 0.07 0.568 0.005 0.266 0.017 
KASU_NOT_CLEAN 7 -14.02 0.06 37.33 0.05 0.570 0.007 0.256 0.022 

KIWI_INC 12 -9.83 0.05 32.45 0.11 0.556 0.005 0.258 0.017 
KIWI_INC_CLEAN 8 -9.84 0.02 32.32 0.03 0.560 0.007 0.254 0.020 

bioapatite           
SLGDenA 1 -3.20   40.29   0.621 0.019 0.450 0.065 

Table 1. Bulk and dual clumped isotope composition of CO2 evolved from phosphoric acid digestion of investigated samples. 326 
d13C, d18O and Di values are reported in ‰-deviation relative to V-PDB, V-SMOW and stochastic clumping. Number of 327 
replicates is indicated by n. Suffixes “G”, “V”, “c”, “CLEAN”, “bleach” and “OXI” indicate samples pretreated with 3 wt-% 328 
NaOCl. 329 
 330 
3.3 Raman Spectroscopy 331 

Four characteristic Raman modes of calcite can be clearly identified in the Raman spectra of 332 

the transparent large single calcite crystal (I), BW-33.7 (II) and SD-MAI-S2 (III) at around 333 
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1086, 711, 281 and 156 cm-1 (Fig. 1). We also observed a weak peak at 1066 cm-1 close to the 334 

symmetrical stretching mode of CO3 groups at 1086 cm-1 in samples I and II. 335 

 336 

4 Discussion 337 

4.1 Isobaric contamination from NO2 338 

Experimentally precipitated calcite using Ca(NO3)2 339 

The synthetic calcite that was precipitated from an equilibrated DIC pool using Ca(NO3)2 (BW-340 

33.7) exhibits a significant +D48/-D47 disequilibrium offset with respect to its formation 341 

temperature of 33.7°C, irrespective if it was reacted in a quartz (BW-33.7QZ) or in a silver 342 

capsule (BW-33.7) (Fig. 3a). The bleached aliquot reacted in a quartz capsule (BW-33.7OXI, QZ) 343 

plots indistinguishable from the dual clumped isotope composition predicted for that sample 344 

according to the equilibrium D47 – D48 – 1/T relationship of Fiebig et al. (2021). The observed 345 

disequilibrium offset in the untreated samples describes a slope of -0.26 ± 0.18 that is consistent 346 

with the slope of -0.30 characteristic of NO2 contamination (Fig. 3a). 347 

 348 

Pedogenic carbonate HGB-42a 349 

The dual clumped isotope compositions of the different aliquots of sample HGB-42a are 350 

displayed in Figure 3b. The two bleached pedogenic carbonate aliquots, reacted in silver (HGB-351 

42aNEWEST, OXI2) and quartz capsule (HGB-42aNEWEST, OXI, QZ), respectively, exhibit D47 and D48 352 

values that are indistinguishable from equilibrium. On the contrary, all non-bleached aliquots 353 

from the same nodule, either reacted in quartz or silver capsules, depart significantly from 354 

equilibrium, plotting below the equilibrium line. Of these, the aliquot exposed to water (HGB-355 

42aNEWEST, RINSE) exclusively shows the smallest disequilibrium offset. Error-weighted linear 356 

regression over all aliquots yields a slope of -0.26 ± 0.06 which – within its uncertainty – 357 

corresponds to the slope theoretically predicted for NO2 contamination of -0.30 (Fig. 3b). 358 

 359 

Spicule SD-MAI-S 360 

The untreated spicule reacted in a silver capsule (SD-MAI-S) plots slightly above the D47/D48 361 

equilibrium line (Fig. 3c). Its D47 value indicates a precipitation temperature that is significantly 362 

lower than the true temperature of formation of 8.5°C. Accordingly, the dual clumped isotope 363 

composition of this sample may have been affected by CO2 absorption kinetics. The plasma-364 

ashed aliquots reacted in a silver (SD-MAI-S2) and in a quartz capsule (SD-MAI-S2QZ), on the 365 

contrary, plot significantly below the equilibrium line, and the corresponding D47 values now 366 

indicate a formation temperature that is significantly higher than 8.5°C. Again, the observed 367 
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differences in the dual clumped isotope compositions between these three samples would be in 368 

agreement with SD-MAI-S2 being affected by NO2 contamination (Fig. 3c). 369 

 370 
Fig. 3. Dual clumped isotope composition of unbleached and bleached aliquots of BW-33.7 (A) and HGB-42a (B), and of 371 
untreated (SD-MAI-S) and plasma-ashed (SD-MAI-S2) spicule (C). Error bars display fully propagated 2 SE (95 % confidence 372 
interval level). Solid line represents OGLS regression through sample-specific data points (Daëron & Vermeesch, 2024).  373 
 374 

ETH-3 and other internal and external carbonate reference materials 375 
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Although we exclusively use CO2 equilibrated at 1000°C and 25°C, respectively, for the 376 

projection of mass spectrometric raw data to the CDES 90, we have regularly run ETH-1, ETH-377 

2 and ETH-3 (reacted in silver capsules) along with unknown carbonate samples. Recently, we 378 

documented that our long-term average D47 values for ETH-1 and ETH-2 confirmed the 379 

internationally agreed upon D47 values of 0.2052 ± 0.0016 ‰ (n = 232) and 0.2085 ± 0.0015 ‰ 380 

(n = 215), respectively, within their corresponding 1 SE uncertainties. Our long-term D47 value 381 

for ETH-3, however, occurred 10 ppm lower than its assigned value of 0.6132 ± 0.0014 ‰ 382 

(Bernecker et al., 2023). Interestingly, session mean values for ETH-3 show a significant (p-383 

value < 0.005) correlation between D47 and D48 values (Fig. 4d). The error-weighted linear 384 

regression slope of -0.31 ± 0.15 agrees very well with that characteristic of NO2 contamination. 385 

On the contrary, any significant correlations between session’s mean D47 and D48 values are not 386 

displayed for Carrara, ETH-1, ETH-2 and GU1 (Fig. 4a-c, e). 387 

 388 
Fig. 4. Session-mean D47 and D48 values of unbleached aliquots of Carrara marble (A), ETH-1 (B), ETH-2 (C), ETH-3 (D) and 389 
GU1 (E). Error bars display 2 SE (95 % confidence interval level) based on long-term repeatability. Pearson tests reveal that 390 
only ETH-3 (D) displays a significant correlation (p < 0.05) between D47 and D48 values. Solid line (D) represents OGLS 391 
regression through all data points (Daëron & Vermeesch, 2024).  392 
 393 

4.2 Origin of NO2 interferent  394 
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The extent of NO2 bias in D47 and D48 values of non-bleached aliquots of BW-33.7 (Fig. 3a), 395 

HGB-42a (Fig. 3b), SD-MAI-S2 (Fig. 3c) and ETH-3 (Fig. 4d) likely does not depend much 396 

on the choice of capsule material. Non-bleached BW-33.7 reacted in quartz capsules has D47 397 

and D48 indistinguishable from those of the same sample reacted in silver capsules (Table 1, 398 

Fig. 3a). The spicule aliquot reacted in a quartz capsule (SD-MAI-S2QZ) has a significantly 399 

lower D48 value than the aliquot reacted in silver (SD-MAI-S2), but was analyzed in two 400 

replicates only (Table 1, Fig. 3c). 401 

BW-33.7 was precipitated using a Ca(NO3)2 solution. Traces of nitrate might, therefore, still be 402 

present within this sample. It has been well demonstrated by Hu et al. (2019) that nitrate 403 

decomposes to NO2 in the presence of phosphoric acid and in the absence of any silver. These 404 

authors reacted 2 mg of calcite doped with 1 mg of KNO3 at 72°C in a McCrea reaction vessel 405 

with 100% H3PO4. They acquired Raman spectra on the produced gas and noticed a mode at 406 

752 cm-1 that is characteristic of NO2. They also extracted CO2 from mixtures of 100-200 µg 407 

of CaCO3 and ~50µg of KNO3 using the Gas Bench II setup, where the mixture was reacted 408 

with 6-8 drops of phosphoric acid at 72°C for 4 h in borosilicate Exetainer topped with butyl 409 

rubber septum. Although the CO2 was passed in a He carrier gas over a PoraPlot Q column (25 410 

m, 0.32 mm o.d.) at 70°C before being introduced into the gas source mass spectrometer, they 411 

noticed an abnormal increase of the m/z 46 background, indicating the presence of 14N16O16O 412 

in the eluted CO2 (Hu et al., 2019). These authors proposed the following reactions to be 413 

responsible for NO2 production from nitrate: 414 

𝑁𝑂!" + 𝐻# à 𝐻𝑁𝑂!          (1) 415 

4	𝐻𝑁𝑂! à 4 𝑁𝑂$ + 𝑂$ + 2 𝐻$𝑂        (2) 416 

We have investigated BW-33.7 and SD-MAI-S2 using Raman spectroscopy. Up to now, no 417 

study has been reported about a possible substitution of NO3 groups with CO3 groups in calcite, 418 

which was detected by Raman spectroscopy. In the case of a possible incorporation of NO3 419 

groups in calcite, we are expecting a shift, broadening of Raman modes, or the presence of a 420 

characteristic mode of NO3 groups as a weak peak. According to the literature, the characteristic 421 

mode of NO3 is located in the range of 1040-1069 cm−1 in different nitrates (Liu et al., 2008; 422 

Hetmańczyk et al., 2009; Bishop et al., 2021). Most of them are in the range of 1043-1056 cm−1, 423 

especially in calcium nitrates. Liu et. al. (2008) used Raman spectrometry to study the 424 

hygroscopic behavior of individual Ca(NO3)2 and internally mixed Ca(NO3)2/CaCO3 particles. 425 

They identified NO3 groups based on the symmetrical stretching mode v1. An isolated free NO3 426 

ion has this characteristic mode at 1049 cm-1, which shifts from 1050 cm−1 to 1056 cm−1 with 427 

decreasing humidity in the presence of Ca2+ in Ca(NO3)2. We also observed a weak peak at 428 
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1066 cm-1 close to the symmetrical stretching mode of CO3 groups at 1086 cm-1 in samples I 429 

and II. Our measurements reveal a detection limit of 0.7 - 0.5 % for this peak in these two 430 

samples. For sample SD-MAI-S2 (III) the detection limit was > 1 %, probably explaining why 431 

this peak is not detected in this sample. Though we cannot entirely exclude it, we do not think 432 

this peak is indicative of nitrate, either present in calcite as Ca(NO3)2 or substituted for CO32-. 433 

First, this peak is well outside the range of 1043 cm−1 to 1056 cm−1 that is typical for Ca(NO3)2, 434 

which has been used to prepare sample BW 33.7. Second, we do not detect any shift and 435 

broadening of all Raman modes of calcite structure which would be expected if nitrate 436 

substitutes for carbonate. Instead, we propose its occurrence is best explained by the presence 437 

of small amounts of ikaite (CaCO3*6H2O) (Sánchez-Pastor et al., 2016) which may have 438 

formed on the surface of the calcite through the absorption of moisture. Note that the presence 439 

of only 350 ppb of NO2 in the analyte CO2 pool is required to explain the observed bias in D47 440 

and D48 in BW-33.7 relative to the expected equilibrium composition. This is well below the 441 

detection limit of nitrate of 1000 ppm characteristic of spontaneous Raman spectroscopy (Diaz 442 

& Hahn, 2020; Schlack et al., 2021). 443 

Spicule samples SD-MAI-S is composed of magnesium calcite. Spicules usually contain 0.1 % 444 

(w/w) organic matrix which is mainly composed of proteins and glycoproteins (e.g., Ameye et 445 

al., 1999). Proteins, in general, can contain up to 20 % of reduced nitrogen (Krul et al., 2019). 446 

Apparently, reduced nitrogen in the organic matrix is oxidized to nitrate when the powdered 447 

spicule is treated with molecular oxygen in the plasma asher. As for BW-33.7, the presence of 448 

only 350 ppb of NO2 in the reacted CO2 is required to explain the isotopic bias observed in SD-449 

MAI-S2 relative to the untreated SD-MAI-S (Fig. 3c). Considering SD-MAI-S to be unbiased, 450 

as suggested by its position above the equilibrium line characteristic of CO2 absorption, we 451 

postulate that reduced nitrogen in organic matter needs not be removed from carbonate for 452 

accurate dual clumped isotope analysis. 453 

Trace amounts of nitrate, as indicated by NO2 bias in D47 and D48 values of non-bleached 454 

aliquots, even seem to be present in pedogenic carbonate sample HGB-42a and ETH-3. ETH-455 

3 is composed of Cretaceous chalk which consists of carbonate skeletons of marine 456 

phytoplankton and micritic carbonate. It has a non-carbonate content of less than 2 % 457 

(Neumann, 2012). Phytoplankton cells utilize seawater nitrate as their nitrogen source (e.g., 458 

Kim et al., 2022). Traces of nitrate, therefore, might still be contained in the organic remnants 459 

within ETH-3. 460 

 461 

4.3 Removing nitrate contaminant from carbonates 462 
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All bleached aliquots of BW-33.7 and HGB-42a have in common that they exhibit significantly 463 

higher D47 and lower D48 values than their unbleached counterparts, demonstrating that nitrate 464 

contamination and NO2 interference is significantly suppressed in bleached aliquots (Figs. 3a, 465 

b). Overnight treatment of samples with distilled water also reduces isobaric bias in D47 and 466 

D48, however, this alone is not sufficient to quantitatively remove the NO2 interference, as 467 

demonstrated by the observation that HGB-42aNEWEST, RINSE still plots significantly below the 468 

equilibrium line, whereas the two bleached aliquots of the same sample (HGB-42NEWEST, OXI2 469 

and HGB-42aNEWEST, OXI, QZ) plot indistinguishable from the equilibrium line (Fig. 3b). We 470 

postulate that the nitrate contaminant in this sample is contained in organic matter and is most 471 

effectively dissolved after quantitative oxidation of organic matter to CO2. 472 

In order to test in more detail to what extent ETH-3 is affected by nitrate contamination and if 473 

the contaminant can be effectively removed through pre-treatment with 3 wt-% NaOCl we 474 

performed a sequential bleaching test and analyzed unbleached, once- and twice bleached 475 

aliquots of ETH-3 within the same session. In this session, the repeatability of D49 476 

measurements was excellent (1100 ppm) so that we also projected D49 data to the CDES 90. 477 

Once (ETH-3OXI, ETH-3NEW, OXI) and twice bleached (ETH-3OXI2) aliquots of ETH-3 all have 478 

indistinguishable D47 and D48 values and center around the equilibrium line (Fig. 5a). On the 479 

contrary, the two unbleached aliquots came out with lower D47 and higher D48 values than their 480 

bleached counterparts. As already observed for session mean values of unbleached ETH-3 481 

aliquots (Fig. 4d), the slope of -0.23 ± 0.11 for the error-weighted linear regression line through 482 

all data points is consistent again with NO2 contamination (Fig. 5a). The correlation between 483 

D48 and D49 values independently supports the contention of NO2 contamination in untreated 484 

ETH-3 (Fig. 5b). Whereas unbleached aliquots exhibit significantly higher D48 values than 485 

bleached aliquots, D49 values for bleached and unbleached aliquots of ETH-3 are within errors 486 

indistinguishable from each other – as is predicted for sub-ppm levels of NO2 contamination 487 

(Fig. 2b; Fig. 5b). 488 

 489 
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Fig. 5. Dual clumped isotope composition of unbleached and bleached aliquots of ETH-3, analyzed alternatingly within a single 490 
session. Error bars display fully propagated 2 SE (95 % confidence interval level). (A) D47 vs D48. Solid line represents OGLS 491 
regression through all data points (Daëron & Vermeesch, 2024); dotted line represents position of calcite equilibrium according 492 
to Fiebig et al. (2021). (B) D48 vs D49. Dotted line represents position of calcite equilibrium according to Fiebig et al. (2021) 493 
for D48 and Bernecker et al. (2023) for D49. 494 
 495 

Three observations imply that a single bleaching step with 3 wt-% NaOCl is sufficient to 496 

effectively remove nitrate contaminant: 497 

i) The once-bleached aliquot of BW-33.7 (BW-33.7OXI, QZ) plots indistinguishable from the 498 

equilibrium line, and its D47 value corresponds within errors to its formation temperature of 499 

33.7°C (Fig. 3a). 500 

ii) Once (ETH-3OXI, ETH-3NEW, OXI) and twice-bleached ETH-3 (ETH-3OXI2), all reacted in 501 

silver capsules, yield indistinguishable D47 and D48 values, centering around the equilibrium line 502 

at a temperature of 18°C (Fig. 5a). 503 

iii) A sequential bleaching test was also performed on pedogenic carbonate sample HGB-42a. 504 

HGB-42aNEWEST, OXI2, which was bleached twice, has D47 and D48 values identical to HGB-42a-505 

NEWEST, OXI, QZ, which was just oxidized once (Fig. 3b). 506 

 507 

Our results demonstrate that systematic bleaching tests should be performed on unknown 508 

samples in order to exclude potential bias through isobaric contamination. Tagliavento et al. 509 

(2023a) showed that bleached aliquots of bird eggshells (Kiwi, Cassowary) reproduced D47 and 510 

D48 values of unbleached aliquots, demonstrating that the excess D48 characteristic of all bird 511 

eggshells does not arise from isobaric interferences. Staudigel et al. (2024) bleached two of 512 

their authigenic methane seep carbonates, both of which covered the entire range of observed 513 

D47 and D48 values. Again, bleached aliquots confirmed D47 and D48 values of unbleached 514 

aliquots within errors, providing independent evidence that the observed trend in dual clumped 515 

isotope data in authigenic carbonates is real. For the study of Davies et al. (2022) on corals, 516 

bleached aliquots were run along with their unbleached counterparts for two warm-water coral 517 

samples (A4, A6). Since no significant differences were obtained between bleached and non-518 

bleached aliquots, average D47 and D48 values were pooled over all replicates in that study, 519 

without making bleached and unbleached aliquots discernable. 520 

A comprehensive comparison of dual clumped isotope data between bleached and non-bleached 521 

aliquots from a diverse range of natural carbonates is provided in Figure 6. In addition to the 522 

data discussed above, we further considered cold-water coral LP-SM for this comparison. Of 523 

all cold-water corals analyzed by Davies et al. (2022), LP-SM showed the largest departures in 524 
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D47 and D48 from expected equilibrium values. We also prepared new homogenized sample 525 

powder from Brachiopod specimen MV130b and MBHB, originally analyzed by Davies et al. 526 

(2023). These two specimens were selected as they cover the entire disequilibrium D47 and D48 527 

range observed by Davies et al. (2023). In all cases, D47 and D48 values of bleached aliquots 528 

reproduce those obtained on non-bleached aliquots (Fig. 6). These results strongly imply that 529 

the carbonates analyzed in the studies of Davies et al. (2022, 2023), Tagliavento et al. (2023a) 530 

and Staudigel et al. (2024) were not suffering from nitrate contamination. 531 

 532 
Fig. 6. (a) Comparison of dual clumped isotope compositions of unbleached (open symbols) and bleached (closed symbols) 533 
aliquots of carbonate powder acquired from Brachiopod shells, warm- and cold-water coral skeletons, eggshells and authigenic 534 
methane seep carbonates. Inset (b) shows the long-term D47 and D48 mean values of Carrara marble and Carrara marble doped 535 
with pyrite. Error bars display fully propagated 2 SE (95 % confidence interval level). Dotted line represents the position of 536 
calcite equilibrium (Fiebig et al., 2021). 537 
 538 

4.5 Effects of NaOCl pre-treatment on the bulk isotope composition of carbonates 539 

NO2 isotopologues are isobaric to CO2 on m/z 46-49. NO2-related D48 excesses of +200 ppm 540 

and +70 ppm, as are characteristic of HGB-42a and BW-33.7, respectively, should correspond 541 
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with biases in d18O of 0.1 ‰ and 0.04 ‰, respectively, whereas d13C should not be affected at 542 

all. This is largely consistent with measured bulk isotope compositions of unbleached and 543 

bleached aliquots of BW-33.7 and HGB-42aNEWEST (Table 1). d13C of unbleached (-4.09 ± 0.01 544 

‰, reacted in QZ, and -4.09 ± 0.02 ‰, reacted in silver) and bleached aliquots of BW-33.7 (-545 

4.11 ± 0.01 ‰, reacted in QZ) are identical, whereas d18O of the bleached aliquot (26.59 ± 0.02 546 

‰) occurs slightly lower than the 26.64 ± 0.03 ‰ and 26.72 ± 0.07 ‰ obtained for unbleached 547 

aliquots reacted in quartz and silver, respectively. In case of HGB-42aNEWEST, the d13C value of 548 

-2.77 ± 0.01 ‰ obtained for the unbleached aliquot (reacted in quartz) is hardly distinguishable 549 

from the -2.83 ± 0.01 ‰ (reacted in quartz) and the -2.80 ± 0.01 ‰ (reacted in silver) obtained 550 

for the once and twice-bleached aliquot, respectively. The observation that the d13C of the twice-551 

bleached sample moves closer again to that of the unbleached one may imply that the parental 552 

powder from which these three aliquots were prepared might have not been perfectly 553 

homogenized. The same is suggested by d18O data. While a value of 29.49 ± 0.03 ‰ is obtained 554 

for the unbleached aliquot, the once and twice bleached aliquots yielded values of 29.59 ± 0.06 555 

‰ and 29.47 ± 0.04 ‰, respectively. Differences in d13C and d18O between unbleached, once- 556 

and twice-bleached aliquots of ETH-3 are within errors insignificant (Supplementary Table S3). 557 

While for most samples d13C and d18O values of treated and untreated aliquots agree well within 558 

external repeatabilities (1 SD), there are also some inconsistencies (Table 1): For the bleached 559 

Cassowary eggshell, d18O is 0.4 ‰ lower than for the unbleached aliquot, while d13C is 560 

reproduced within uncertainties. On the contrary, d13C values of both bleached aliquots of 561 

Brachiopod shells are shifted by -1 ‰ relative to unbleached aliquots, while d18O values 562 

between the two differ by only -0.2 ‰. Whenever prevalent, the observed shifts in bulk isotopic 563 

compositions are not unidirectional but seem to depend on the investigated archive. d13C and 564 

d18O values of bleached cold-water coral aragonite exceed those of the untreated aliquot by 0.8 565 

‰ and 0.4 ‰, respectively. Pre-treatment of warm-water coral aragonite, on the contrary, does 566 

not go along with any significant shifts in the bulk isotopic compositions (Table 1). 567 

It has been investigated in several studies which is the best and most effective way to remove 568 

organic matter from carbonates prior to isotopic analysis. Gaffey & Bronnimann (1993) 569 

determined that 2.5 wt-% NaOCl is more effective than 30 wt-% H2O2. While recommendations 570 

in favor of H2O2 have been made (Keatings et al., 2006; Wierzbowski et al., 2007), a most 571 

recent comprehensive study demonstrated that H2O2 pretreatment can affect the bulk isotopic 572 

composition of carbonates (d13C plus d18O) by up to 4 ‰, and may even affect D47 (Zhang et 573 

al., 2020). As summarized by the latter authors, several explanations have been offered for the 574 
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observed changes amongst which are the removal of organic matter, partial dissolution of 575 

carbonate, precipitation of Ca(OH)2, isotopic exchange with the reagent, or the combination of 576 

all of these processes. Combined absolute changes in d13C and d18O accompanied with NaOCl 577 

pre-treatment applied in this study were < 1.5 ‰. However, even when significant changes in 578 

d13C and d18O were observed, D47 and D48 values of bleached aliquots reproduced those of 579 

unbleached aliquots within uncertainty (Table 1). We recommend interpreting d13C and d18O 580 

values of untreated aliquots for samples whose bulk isotopic compositions are significantly 581 

altered during NaOCl pre-treatment, i.e., whenever measured changes in d13C and d18O between 582 

treated and untreated aliquots exceed those predicted by our isobaric interference calculator for 583 

the observed concurrent changes in D47 and D48 values. 584 

 585 

4.6 Isobaric contamination arising from SO 586 

It has been postulated that reduced sulfur-bearing compounds may evoke isobaric interferences 587 

on m/z 48 and 49 through formation of SO (Guo & Eiler, 2007). Reduced sulfur compounds 588 

like pyrite are present as accessory minerals in authigenic carbonate deposits resulting from 589 

sulfate-driven anaerobic oxidation of methane. In order to investigate if the presence of pyrite 590 

in carbonates biases D48 under conditions specific for our analytical setup, internal Carrara 591 

carbonate standard was doped with 2 wt-% FeS, and this mixture subjected to phosphoric acid 592 

digestion at 90°C for 30 minutes (Staudigel et al., 2024). D47 and D48 values of the extracted 593 

CO2 remained unchanged relative to the long-term averages obtained for Carrara-derived CO2 594 

(Table 1; Fig. 6b). This result demonstrates that the presence of pyrite as accessory mineral does 595 

not compromise carbonate D48 values, at least under the analytical conditions specific for HAL.  596 

 597 

4.7 The effect of variance minimization of ETH-3 on D47 (CDES 90) and D48 (CDES 90) 598 

values presented in previous studies 599 

The D47crunch module of Daëron (2021) that we use for data processing of PBL corrected d45-600 

d49 values, considers variance minimization of D47 and D48 values of anchors and unknown 601 

samples for the determination of session-specific correction parameters a, b and c. In our case, 602 

(unbleached) ETH-3 made up a significant fraction (8 % on average) of the total number of 603 

analyzed replicates per session. Since observed variances in D47 and D48 values of ETH-3 are 604 

affected by the extent of isobaric NO2 contamination, it needs to be tested if and to what extent 605 

D47 (CDES 90) and D48 (CDES 90) values of unknowns reported in previous studies were biased 606 

by variance minimization of ETH-3. For this exercise, we have re-evaluated D47 and D48 values 607 
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of calcites closely reflecting isotopic equilibrium (Fiebig et al., 2021), aragonitic skeletons of 608 

cold- and warm-water corals (Davies et al., 2022), calcitic eggshells (Tagliavento et al., 2023a), 609 

calcitic Brachiopod shells (Davies et al., 2023) and authigenic methane seep carbonates 610 

(Staudigel et al., 2024) in this study, not considering ETH-3 for variance minimization. A 611 

comparison between previously published and reprocessed data demonstrates that variance 612 

minimization of ETH-3 has not significantly affected our previously published dual clumped 613 

isotope data such that the D47-1/T and D48-1/T equilibrium relationships of Fiebig et al. (2021) 614 

and all interpretations made in the aforementioned publications remain valid: 615 

 616 
Fig. 7. Comparison of reprocessed D47-1/T (a) and D48 -1/T (b) relationships with those originally determined by Fiebig et al. 617 
(2021). In order to express the temperature dependence of D47 and D48 values, fourth order polynomials perfectly describing 618 
the theoretical temperature dependence of D63 and D64 (Hill et al., 2014), respectively, were linearly adjusted to measured data 619 
by scaling factors and a constant term, considering error-weighted least squares regression (Fiebig et al., 2021). Relationships 620 
originally determined by Fiebig et al. (2021) are well within the 95 % and 68 % confidence intervals of reprocessed 621 
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relationships. Over the entire temperature range, the difference (D) between reprocessed and original calibrations is < 1 ppm 622 
for D47 and < 4 ppm for D48. 623 
 624 

1) Over a temperature range of 8° – 1100°C, the re-evaluated D47-1/T and D48-1/T equilibrium 625 

relationships are 626 

Δ47 (CDES 90) (‰) = 1.038 (–5.897 1/T – 3.521 103 1/T2 + 2.391 107 1/T3 – 3.541 109 1/T4) + 627 

0.1848 628 

Δ48 (CDES 90) (‰) = 1.038 (6.002 1/T – 1.299 104 1/T2 + 8.996 106 1/T3 – 7.423 108 1/T4) + 629 

0.1214 630 

At any temperature, equilibrium D47 and D48 values predicted by these re-evaluated relationships 631 

differ by less than 1 ppm and 4 ppm, respectively, from the original equations provided by 632 

Fiebig et al. (2021). Re-processed calibrations are, therefore, well within the corresponding 95 633 

% confidence intervals of the D47-1/T and D48-1/T regressions provided by Fiebig et al. (2021) 634 

(Figs. 7a, b) 635 

2) Reprocessed disequilibrium D47 and D48 values for corals are compared to those published in 636 

Davies et al. (2022) in Figure 8. The reprocessed slope for the correction of cold-water coral 637 

data is -0.80 ± 0.04, and, hence, within its uncertainty still consistent with both the model-638 

predicted and empirical slope of -0.78 of Davies et al. (2022). 639 

 640 
Fig. 8. Extent of disequilibrium (relative to Di-values predicted by independently known growth temperatures and D47-1/T and 641 
D48 -1/T equilibrium relationships of Fiebig et al. (2021)) recorded in the dual clumped isotope composition of carbonate 642 
skeletons from cold-and warm-water corals. Reprocessed and original disequilibrium offsets are indistinguishable from each 643 
other. For the cold-water corals, simple linear regression through reprocessed data and the origin yields a slope of -0.80 ± 0.04 644 
that is – within errors – indistinguishable from both the empirical (-0.78 ± 0.05) and model-predicted slopes (-0.78) obtained 645 
by Davies et al. (2022). The reprocessed disequilibrium slope for the warm-water coral dataset is also indistinguishable from 646 
the original one (-0.45 ± 0.04 compared to -0.40 ± 0.03, Davies et al., 2022). 647 
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 648 
3) Troodon and reptile eggshell data still plots indistinguishable from the equilibrium line, 649 

whereas the group of birds exhibits significant disequilibrium D48 offsets (Fig. 9). 650 

4) The revised relationship between disequilibrium D47 and D48 in Brachiopod calcite is 651 

indistinguishable from the one published by Davies et al. (2023), confirming that a diffusional 652 

limitation is required in addition to unbalanced de(hydration)/(de)hydroxylation rates in order 653 

to explain the data (Fig. 10). 654 

5) The empirical slope by which authigenic methane seep carbonates depart from equilibrium 655 

is indistinguishable from the one published by Staudigel et al. (2024) (Fig. 11). Within errors, 656 

back-extrapolated temperature agrees well with measured vent temperature of 3.5°C. 657 
 658 

659 
Fig. 9. Dual clumped isotope composition of eggshells, relative to the position of calcite equilibrium. Comparison of 660 
reprocessed data with original data published by Tagliavento et al. (2023a). All reprocessed data is indistinguishable from 661 
originally published data. 662 
 663 
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 666 
Fig. 10. Extent of disequilibrium (relative to DI-values predicted by independently known growth temperatures and D47-1/T 667 
and D48 -1/T equilibrium relationships of Fiebig et al. (2021)) recorded in the dual clumped isotope composition of Brachiopod 668 
shells. Reprocessed and original disequilibrium offsets are indistinguishable from each other, and so are the corresponding 669 
simple linear regressions. 670 
 671 

 672 
Fig. 11. Dual clumped isotope composition of authigenic methane seep carbonates, relative to the position of calcite 673 
equilibrium. Comparison of reprocessed data with original data published by Staudigel et al. (2024). Reprocessed dual clumped 674 
isotope data, slope of linear regression through reprocessed data and corresponding extrapolated vent temperature are 675 
indistinguishable from originally published data/values.  676 
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 677 

4.8 Implications for other analytical setups and the I-CDES 678 

Fiebig et al. (2021) observed that I-CDES values (anchored relative to ETH-1, ETH-2 and ETH-679 

3) for calcites precipitated closest to equilibrium were significantly higher than the 680 

corresponding CDES 90 values (anchored against equilibrated gases). The observed difference 681 

scaled with the D47 value of the sample and disappeared when ETH-3 was not considered to 682 

correct for scale compression. Moreover, their D47 (CDES 90) -T calibration for calcite was 683 

indistinguishable from the I-CDES calibrations obtained by Jautzy et al. (2020) and Anderson 684 

et al. (2021). The D47-I-CDES-T relationship of Anderson et al. (2021) integrates data over the 685 

calibrations of Breitenbach et al. (2018), Jautzy et al. (2020), Meinicke et al. (2020), and Peral 686 

et al. (2018). The calibrations of Jautzy et al. (2020), Anderson et al. (2021) and Meinicke et al. 687 

(2020) were made using the Kiel IV and the NU Carb which perform acid digestion at a 688 

temperature of 70°C under dropwise addition of phosphoric acid, instead of the 90°C 689 

characteristic of the common acid bath setup used by Fiebig et al. (2021). Notably, D47 (I-CDES) 690 

data of Laghetto Basso and Devils Hole calcites made at LSCE using the analytical setup of 691 

Peral et al. (2018) agreed with corresponding CDES 90 values made on the same sample 692 

material at Goethe University (GU) only if ETH-3 was not considered for the correction of the 693 

GU mass spectrometric raw data (Fiebig et al., 2021). GU and LSCE use a very similar 694 

methodology (common acid bath, acid digestion at 90°C, GC purification over packed Porapak 695 

Q), but the reaction time at GU is set to 30 minutes instead of the 15 minutes used at LSCE 696 

(Peral et al., 2018). 697 

In order to test the effect of reaction time for our analytical setup we also reacted unbleached 698 

ETH-3 for 10 minutes (ETH-310min) within the last session. The dual clumped isotope 699 

composition of the extracted CO2 is not significantly different from that of unbleached ETH-3 700 

reacted for 30 minutes and nicely aligns along a slope indicative of NO2 contamination if all 701 

data on bleached and unbleached ETH-3 from this session is considered (Fig. 5a). This suggests 702 

that reaction time alone is not the sole driving force for the observed NO2 bias. Notably, least 703 

biased D47 (CDES 90) values on unbleached ETH-3 were obtained in the first two sessions. In 704 

these sessions, the filament current was set to 1.5 mA. It was only afterwards that the current 705 

was raised to 2.0 mA in order to improve sensitivity. At 2.0 mA, the largest biases in session-706 

mean D47 (CDES 90) values were obtained for sessions in which the filament blew (Bernecker 707 

et al., 2023). It remains unclear how filament current may play a role. Since electron density 708 

alone is not expected to change the ionization efficiency of NO2 relative to CO2, it might be 709 

that the higher temperature of the filament favors preferred ionization of NO2 over CO2. 710 
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In any case, the experiments of Hu et al. (2019) demonstrated that NO2 formation also proceeds 711 

at 70°C. Tagliavento et al. (2023b) noted that Greenland shark dentine, analyzed in 43 712 

replicates, departed by -30 ppm from its predicted equilibrium D47 value when it was reacted 713 

with the Kiel IV setup at 70°C for 30 minutes, using a static Porapak trap at -40°C for gas 714 

purification and fixing filament current at 2.0 mA. We also reacted Greenland shark dentine 715 

SLGDenA for 90 minutes at a temperature of 90°C using HAL. The obtained data point plots 716 

well below the equilibrium line (Fig. 12). Relative to the equilibrium D47 and D48 values 717 

predicted by the expected body temperature of 1° ± 2°C (Löffler et al., 2019), measured values 718 

have an offset of -50 ppm and 165 ppm, respectively, indicating that the Greenland shark 719 

dentine might suffer from nitrate contamination (Fig. 12). If so, the D47 bias of -30 ppm bias 720 

obtained by Tagliavento et al. (2023b) may point to the presence of significant amounts of NO2 721 

interferent when reacting at 70°C using the Kiel IV setup. 722 

 723 
Fig. 12. The dual clumped isotope composition of Greenland shark dentine reacted at 90°C for 90 minutes plots well below 724 
the reprocessed calcite equilibrium line. Back-extrapolation of data along a slope of -0.3 yields an apparent body temperature 725 
of 0.2°C, in agreement with the range of -1.2 to 3.4°C indicated by logger data (Löffler et al., 2019). 726 
 727 

These results imply that the extent of NO2 generation in the presence (of trace amounts) of 728 

nitrate may depend on a combination of several factors amongst which are the concentration of 729 

nitrate contaminant, trap design, acid temperature, reaction time and filament 730 

current/temperature. We recommend that each lab tests their own analytical setup for the 731 

effectiveness of NO2 removal, performing sequential bleaching tests on unknown samples with 732 

3 wt-% of NaOCl. The observations of Fiebig et al. (2021) that i) D47 (CDES 90) values of 733 

Laghetto Basso and Devils Hole calcites analyzed at GU are consistent with corresponding I-734 

CDES values made at LSCE and ii) the D47 (CDES 90) – 1/T calibration of Fiebig et al. (2021) 735 

is identical to the I-CDES calibration of Anderson et al. (2021), may imply that NO2 736 

contamination of ETH-3 is only significant in the analytical setup at GU. However, it also needs 737 

to be considered that the long-term drift in session-mean D47 (CDES 90) values at GU is on the 738 
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order of -10 to -15 ppm only (Fig. 4d), while the long-term repeatability of D47 measurements 739 

is smaller (8 – 9 ppm; Bernecker et al., 2023; Fiebig et al., 2021). Considering that the long-740 

term repeatability of the D47 data of Anderson et al. (2021) is 36 ppm, we cannot entirely exclude 741 

a potential negative bias in ETH 3-D47 values went unnoticed in their study, i.e., that it is pure 742 

coincidence that the two calibrations are consistent. 743 

Interestingly, our long-term D47 (CDES 90) values for ETH-1 and ETH-2 confirmed within 1 744 

SE recently assigned D47-I-CDES values for these standards (Bernecker et al., 2023). We have 745 

also demonstrated in Figure 5a that once- and twice-bleached samples of ETH-3 yielded 746 

consistent D47 (CDES 90) and D48 (CDES 90) values. We can, therefore, pool over all 34 747 

bleached aliquots of ETH-3 to determine a mean D47 (CDES 90) value for bleached ETH-3. 748 

Pooling over all bleached replicates has been performed in two ways: 1) Anchoring all data 749 

relative to equilibrated gases and considering all sessions for variance minimization; 2) 750 

Considering the last session exclusively and anchoring raw D47 data of all bleached ETH-3 751 

aliquots to the nominal I-CDES values of ETH-1 and ETH-2 and nominal D47 values of 752 

equilibrated gases (to account for scale compression). These two approaches yield consistent 753 

D47 (CDES 90) values of 0.6140 ± 0.0023 ‰ (Table 1) and 0.6134 ± 0.0021 ‰ (Supplementary 754 

Table S4), respectively, which agree with the recently assigned D47-I-CDES value of 0.6132 ± 755 

0.0014 ‰ (n = 264) (all errors represent 1 SE). As a consequence, ETH-3 can easily be replaced 756 

by bleached ETH-3 in those labs, in which the analytical setup does not fully suppress NO2 757 

generation from nitrate and/or enable its quantitative removal. 758 

Sample ∆47, CDES90 1 SE ∆48, CDES90 1 SE 
ETH-1 0.2052 0.0016 0.1277 0.0015 
ETH-2 0.2085 0.0015 0.1299 0.0016 

ETH-3OXI 0.6132 0.0014 0.2481 0.0071 
GU1 0.2254 0.0008 -0.3998 0.0043 

Table 2. Mean ∆47, CDES90 and ∆48, CDES90 obtained for ETH-1, ETH-2, ETH-3 and GU1 in Bernasconi et al. (2021) (values in 759 
bold, nominal I-CDES values) and this study. ∆47, CDES90 values of Bernasconi et al. (2021) for ETH-1, ETH-2 and ETH-3 were 760 
confirmed by Bernecker et al. (2023) (for ETH-1, ETH-2) and in this study (for ETH-3OXI, Table 1). 761 
 762 

Since our long-term D47 (CDES 90) values for ETH anchors exactly confirm D47-I-CDES 763 

assigned for these anchors, use of our long-term values D48 (CDES 90) values for ETH-1, ETH-764 

2, bleached ETH-3 and GU1 (Table 2) alongside D47 I-CDES for ETH-1, ETH-2 and ETH-3 765 

might be suitable for reproducible projection of mass spectrometric raw data into dual clumped 766 

isotope space. An interlaboratory comparison is necessary to check if reproducibility on 767 

unknown samples is achieved based on the D48 (CDES 90) values listed in Table 2. 768 
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 769 

5 Conclusions 770 

ETH-3, pedogenic carbonates and carbonate slowly precipitated from an equilibrated DIC 771 

solution using Ca(NO3)2 all exhibit excesses in D48 and depletions in D47 relative to 772 

corresponding aliquots bleached with 3 wt-% NaOCl. The same D48 enrichment/D47 depletion 773 

patterns are displayed by plasma-ashed echinoderm spicules relative to non-plasma ashed 774 

aliquots. The observed deviations follow a unique slope that is characteristic of interferences 775 

arising from the presence of sub-ppm quantities of NO2 isotopologues in the extracted CO2. 776 

The choice of acidification capsules (quartz vs. silver) has no effect on the extent of NO2 777 

generation. These results support previous findings that NO2 is generated through the thermal 778 

decomposition of HNO3 which, in turn, is derived from the protonation of NO3
-. Apparently, in 779 

our analytical setup, NO2 is not effectively removed with cryogenic traps and gas 780 

chromatography (packed Porapak Q column, 80-100 mesh, 120 cm, -15°C). We demonstrate 781 

that NO2 interference arising from nitrate becomes insignificant if samples are pre-treated with 782 

3 wt-% NaOCl overnight. The extent of NO2 generation may depend on analytical setup (e.g., 783 

use of static traps vs GC, type of GC column, GC and trap temperatures, etc.) and several other 784 

factors such as nitrate concentration inside the carbonate, acid digestion temperature, reaction 785 

time, phosphoric acid concentration, filament current and filament age. We, therefore, propose 786 

that each lab individually tests the extent of NO2 generation and effectiveness of NO2 removal 787 

specific to their analytical setup. If NO2 is determined to have a significant effect in a given 788 

laboratory, unknown carbonate samples and ETH-3 should be bleached with 3 wt-% NaOCl in 789 

order to avoid any bias in measured D47 and D48 values. Because the D47 (CDES 90) value of 790 

bleached ETH-3 agrees with its recently assigned I-CDES value, ETH-3 can be directly 791 

replaced by bleached aliquots. With our analytical setup and methodology, nitrate 792 

contamination and isobaric NO2 bias are measurable in pedogenic carbonates, chalk, and, 793 

presumably, in bioapatites. Whereas carbon monosulfid (CS) would represent a potent isobaric 794 

interferent, we do not have any evidence that the presence of pyrite in carbonate samples 795 

compromises D48 analysis of extracted CO2.  796 
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